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ABSTRACT
Explanations have a large effect on how people respond to recommendations. However, there are many possible intentions a system
may have in generating explanations for a given recommendation—
from increasing transparency, to enabling a faster decision, to persuading the recipient. As a good explanation for one goal may not
be good for others, we address the questions of (1) how to robustly
measure if an explanation meets a given goal and (2) how the different goals interact with each other. Specifically, this paper presents
a first proposal of how to measure the quality of explanations along
seven common goal dimensions catalogued in the literature. We find
that the seven goals are not independent, but rather exhibit strong
structure. Proposing two novel explanation evaluation designs, we
identify challenges in evaluation, and provide more efficient measurement approaches of explanation quality.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recommendations are part of everyday life. Be they made by a
person, or by an automated system, the recommendations are often accompanied with an explanation, or reason, underlying the
suggestions provided. Explanations are known to strongly impact
how the recipient of a recommendation responds [13, 14, 23, 28],
yet the effect is still not well understood.
At the same time, automated recommender systems have recently proliferated. This has increased attention on explainable and
transparent AI, both from technical and ethical perspectives [1, 18].
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While explainable system design is not new (dating back to rulebased expert systems of the 1980s [5]), the role of explanations has
gained more attention in the past decade [29].
We study the role of the recommender’s intention when generating explanations, which we refer to as explanation goals. Our
focus is on assessing how the choice of goal affects explanations,
and how the extent to which a given explanation satisfies different
goals can be measured robustly.
Our work starts with seven main goals of explanations, proposed
by Tintarev and Masthoff [26]: transparency, intended to explain
how the system works; scrutability, allowing users to tell the system
if it is wrong; trust, increasing users’ confidence in the system; effectiveness, helping users to make good decisions; efficiency, helping
users to make decisions faster; persuasiveness, trying to convince
users to select the given item; and satisfaction, increasing the ease
of use of a system. They argued that these goals should be identified
as distinct, even if they may interact [26]. Most previous studies
on generating explanations optimize a single goal [20], and only a
handful consider multiple goals [8, 13, 26]. Yet, depending on the
perspective of the explanation generator, different goals may be
appropriate, and may need to be traded off.
We ask three key research questions about such goals:
RQ1 How can one robustly measure if an explanation (with a particular goal) provided with a recommendation creates the intended effect on the recipient?
RQ2 Can ordinary people write explanations that optimize a given
goal, and if so, how does that target goal affect how the explanation is perceived by recipients of recommendations?
RQ3 How do different goals relate to each other, or more specifically does optimizing particular goals reduce or increase the
extent to which other goals are satisfied? Can recipients of
recommendations even distinguish the goals from each other?
For example, how does optimizing persuasiveness affect trust? What
is the trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency? To the best
of our knowledge, there have not been any holistic studies of the
interaction between goals. This work aims to fill that gap.
Taking advantage of the fact that people are commonly able to
explain their own recommendations, we perform a set of user studies to assess both the generation and measurement of explanations.
In our work, recommendations and explanations are generated, and
evaluated, by people using a crowdsourcing platform. We study if
people can optimize given goals, and how to efficiently measure
whether different goals are satisfied. We present and compare two
alternative designs for this evaluation: an item-wise setting, and a
list-wise setting, each with strengths and weaknesses.
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Table 1: Explanation goals and their definitions [26].
Goal

Definition

Effectiveness
Efficiency
Persuasiveness
Satisfaction
Scrutability
Transparency
Trust

Help users make good decisions
Help users make decisions faster
Convince users to try or buy
Increase the ease of use or enjoyment
Allow users to tell the system it is wrong
Explain how the system works
Increase users’ confidence in the system

Our main findings are: (1) Item-wise evaluation of explanations
is more sensitive than list-wise evaluation; (2) There are strong
correlations between the measured values of different goals, with
some goals (such as satisfaction) being correlated with many others,
while other goals (such as scrutability) being more distinct; (3) The
intended goal that the person is asked to optimize has a large effect
on explanation quality, yet is not always the one with highest
measured rating.
In summary, our main contributions are twofold. First, we develop an experimental protocol and multiple survey designs for
evaluating explanations for item recommendations. Second, we
present an analysis of explanations generated for a selected domain.
These lead to a number of specific recommendations for evaluation
of explanations in general.
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between two or more goals, however, are much less understood.
The most common explanation purpose, according to a large-scale
literature review by Nunes and Jannach [20], is transparency, which
is also considered key to building user trust [12]. Concerning the
relationship between the two, one previous study indicates that
transparency increases user trust [23], while another study finds
that transparency and trust are not related [8]. The second most
frequent explanation purpose is effectiveness [20], which can be
conflicting with persuasiveness [7]. A systematic evaluation of explanations with respect to all goals has not been performed before.

2.2

Generating Explanations

The ability for an artificially intelligent system to explain recommendations has been shown to be an important factor for user
acceptance and satisfaction [13, 14, 23, 28]. Explanations can be
characterized along a number of dimensions, including their content, form of presentation, and system’s intended purpose [20]. Our
interest is in the latter category, where we use the term goal to
refer to the objective or purpose of the explanation. Specifically, our
focus is on natural language explanations, the most commonly used
way of presentation both historically [20] and recently [2, 6, 19].

There is an important recognized difference between explanations
(why a certain suggestion is given) and justifications (why the user
may be interested in the item) [19, 27]. The former consist of an
honest account of the mechanism that generated the suggestion,
while the latter provides a plausible reason, which may be decoupled
from the underlying recommendation algorithm.
There is a growing interest in generating natural language explanations and justifications. Given a sophisticated recommendation
system, justifications may often be provided by filling in natural language templates, for example, by considering simple features such
as actor and director names [24] or by extracting relevant and distinguishing characteristics from reviews [19]. However, our work
focuses on explanations. Justifications have in the past been created
manually using crowdsourcing [6]. A main difference between that
and ours, is that we ask humans to pick the recommendation as
well as explain it, while [6] perform only the latter.
To summarize, by obtaining recommendations and explanations
from the same person, we can focus on explanations rather than
justifications; we also believe the explanations obtained are genuine.
Similarly, we believe recommendations are better when accompanied by an explicit explanation. An alternative of taking items from
a state of the art recommender system accompanied with humangenerated justifications would introduce further limitations in any
analysis.

2.1

2.3

2

RELATED WORK

Explanation Goals

We use the seven explanation goals identified in [26] as a basis; these
are listed in Table 1. We note that there are possible refinements to
these goals. For example, in [20] satisfaction is not considered as a
single objective, but is split into ease to use, enjoyment, and usefulness. Nonetheless, these seven goals are regarded as the canonical
categorization within explainability research for recommender systems, accurately reflecting the goals that have been studied in the
past. Certain goals may be measured objectively and quantitatively.
For example, effectiveness may be measured as the change of a
user’s rating of (or reported interest in) an item before and after
consuming that item [3, 6], efficiency may be measured by time
spent on rating an item [13] or reading an explanation [6], and
persuasiveness may be measured in terms of click through rate [30].
Here, we aim to compare different goals on equal footing, and thus
focus on the subjective perception of the recipient—measured at
the time when a recommendation and explanation are shown.
Most past studies are concerned with a single goal [20], and there
is evidence each can be achieved individually [26]. The interactions

Evaluating Explanations

Subjective perceptions of explanations are often evaluated qualitatively based on user surveys, with responses typically given on
Likert scales [6, 8, 10, 17, 21–23]. Following standard practice, we
design a user survey to capture the subjective perception of users
regarding the seven goals.

3

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

This section presents our approach for generating and evaluating
explanations accompanying item recommendations. We designed
it to test the hypothesis that people are capable of writing explanations that satisfy different goals (RQ2), and that these explanations
influence how the recipient of the explanation feels about the recommendation and the recommendation system (RQ1). Measuring
all goals for the sample explanations allows the study of how the
goals interact (RQ3). Given that this work is a first attempt to perform such a holistic evaluation of the effect of explanations on
recipients, a number of the steps allow for different designs. Our
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experiments test a number of alternative approaches, which we
anticipate to be further refined in future work.
Overall, our experiment involves three main steps, which are
depicted in Figure 1. At a high level, these are:
Step 1 Test subjects are recruited and asked about their preferences. They provide an informative description of items they
like/dislike, as well as specific examples, that another person
can interpret to make a recommendation.
Step 2 Crowd workers are tasked with recommending items for test
subjects from a pool of options. These workers also write a
short explanation for why they made this particular choice,
instructed to be written to serve a particular goal. Together
with the item recommended, these explanations are treated
as candidate explanations, and are filtered by other crowd
workers in Step 2b to ensure high quality.
Step 3 The original test subjects are provided with the recommendations, and evaluate the explanations selected by completing
a questionnaire. We compare two designs for this evaluation,
for sensitivity and consistency.
We detail each of these steps below, although we defer a detailed
presentation of the mechanics of experimental conditions, and
matching crowd workers to test subject profiles, to Section 4. Also,
the experiments in this study are performed on the movies domain,
and hence some of the instructions have been specifically tailored
to that. Nevertheless, the same experimental design is applicable to
any item recommendation and explanation domain.

3.1

Step 1: Eliciting User Preferences

Test subjects are recruited via a crowdsourcing platform. To be
able to generate personalized recommendations, we first need these
subjects’ preferences. This is done by asking them to fill out a short
questionnaire, consisting of the following four questions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What sort of movies do you like?
Name three of your favorite movies.
What sort of movies do you dislike?
Name three movies that you really disliked (or hated).

This mirrors narrative-driven recommendation, often seen extemporaneously in forums, where the recommendation is driven by both
information about the user’s past transactions (positive/negative
examples) and a narrative describing desired items [4].
For the first and third questions, the required answer length
is minimum 150 characters. Further, we manually checked the responses to ensure the user profiles are of high quality before inviting
the test subject to continue as part of the experiment.

3.2

Step 2: Generating Explanations

We engage a large pool of crowd workers to generate personalized
item recommendations along with explanations, based on the user
interest narratives provided in Step 1. This yields a set of candidate
recommendations for each test subject.
We also note that, while our design could have been to generate
explanations programmatically, this would inherently reflect just
one particular interpretation of each goal—that of the designers
of the algorithm and introduce another important variable in the
analysis. Rather, having people explain their recommendation using
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Figure 1: Overview of our experimental design.

a goal-focused prompt provides a better insight into how a given
goal should be satisfied. We now detail how this was done.
3.2.1 Generating Candidate Explanations. There are two main design considerations in this step. One is to anchor the task in a
realistic setting that workers can easily relate to (referred to as the
context of use in [4]). Therefore crowd workers were presented with
the scenario where they have to recommend a movie to a friend
who will be traveling on a plane. The worker is provided with
the target person’s self-described preferences, i.e., descriptions and
specific examples of movies liked and disliked. The pool of available movies is described as coming from the flight entertainment
system’s limited selection of movies.
The second design consideration is to impose a limit on the pool
of items so that workers can reasonably familiarize themselves with
the candidate set. We thus solicited recommendations from one of
three different pools, each comprising 20 distinct movies. The pools
were manually created to be disjoint yet contain a wide variety of
movies to suit different tastes consisting of (1) Hollywood movies,
(2) independent movies, and (3) recent movies.
In addition to selecting a movie to recommend, the crowd worker
was asked explain the recommendation using a short description
based on a goal-specific prompt. We required it to be at least 100
characters long. We note that the wording of the goal is key to
our experiment. As we expected that the specific wording of the
goal could affect the perceived adequacy of explanations, we tested
two different wordings for each of the seven goals. In a preliminary evaluation (described in Section 3.5), we selected among these
wordings.
3.2.2 Selecting the Best Explanations. To ensure the highest quality
of recommendations and explanations, a filtering process is next employed to select the highest quality explanations from those created
for the recipient. This two-step process resembles the MapReduce
paradigm, which has been shown to be effective for solving complex
problems through micro-task platforms [16]. Specifically, we group
the explanations generated for each user and goal pair. These are
shown to an independent set of crowd workers, who are asked to
select the best (item, explanation) pair. Table 2 lists examples of
explanations voted as best for each target goal.
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Table 2: Examples of recommendations and explanations generated by crowd workers.
Goal

Recommendation

Explanation

Effectiveness

Pulp Fiction (1994)

Because you have a hard time with a lot of PG or PG 13 movies and feel that they aren’t real enough for you to enjoy I think
you’ll find this movie very gripping and real. It will keep you aware of harsh realities of life.
You would enjoy this movie as it is family friendly, doesn’t have a lot of violence and no nudity. It has a lot of magical creatures
and is just a fun film.
Love Simon is a heartwarming story. It involves Simon, a young boy who is coming of age. Get ready to laugh, smile, and
maybe even cry, as you follow along with Simon’s daily life.
I chose this movie because from your preferences I can tell that you enjoy movies which have some suspense and plot twists.
This movie does this at a very high level.
I chose this awesome movie for you since you really seem to like feel-good movies that have likable characters and nice stories.
Since you love love romantic comedies, comedy, mystery, some action, documentaries, biographies, Lifetime Movie Network
movies, Hallmark Movies, this is a combination of them all. You will be sure to like.
I think you’ll like Back to the Future. It has a bit of everything including humor, drama, and sappy love. Yes, it is science fiction,
but there is so much more to it that I think you will enjoy it. I think the storyline, the acting, and the dialogue supersede your
possible dislike of the genre. Besides, most of the plot takes place in the 1950s and the 1980s.

Efficiency

Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes
of Grindelwald (2018)
Persuasiveness Love, Simon (2018)
Satisfaction

A Quiet Place (2018)

Scrutability
Transparency

Moneyball (2011)
The Lion King (1994)

Trust

Back to the Future (1985)

Table 3: Survey questions for evaluating explanation goals.
Goal

Statement
This explanation ...

Reverse statement
This explanation ...

Effectiveness
Efficiency
Persuasiveness
Satisfaction
Scrutability

helps me to determine how well I will like this movie
helps me to decide faster if I will like this movie
makes me want to watch this movie
would improve how easy it is to pick a recommendation
would allow me to give feedback on how well my preferences have been
understood
helps me to understand what the recommendation is based on
helps me to trust the recommendation

does not help me make a decision about this item
does not save me time
fails to make this item appeal to me
does not satisfy me
would make it difficult for me to correct the reasoning behind the recommendation

Transparency
Trust

3.3

Step 3: Evaluating Explanations

Finally, the test subjects are presented with the recommendations
created for them, and asked to evaluate the corresponding explanations by filling out a questionnaire.
We develop two different experimental designs so as to evaluate
the extent to which the explanations, generated to serve a specific
goal, succeed in meeting that goal. The designs are illustrated in
Figure 2. Our first is an item-wise evaluation design, which is widely
used in the literature [6, 25, 27]. Here, test subjects are presented
with a single recommended item along with a single explanation.
We also propose an alternative list-wise evaluation design, which
gives the test subject three recommended items, each from a distinct
pool of movies, along with explanations for each, all for the same
goal. We expect that the item-wise design has a lower cognitive
load since users need to consider a single explanation. At the same
time, we hypothesize the list-wise design to yield more robust
observations, as responses are less likely to be influenced by the
quality of a single explanation. We will therefore analyze to what
degree the results obtained with the two designs align with each
other.
In both cases, the test subject is asked to fill out a survey below
the recommendation(s) and explanation(s). The survey consists of
five parts:
(1) A summary of the preferences provided earlier, meant as a
refresher, displaying the data provided by the test subject in
the preference elicitation phase (i.e., interest characterizations
as well as names of movies liked/disliked).
(2) An item recommendation (item-wise design) or a list of three
item recommendations (list-wise design), accompanied by explanation(s).

fails to reveal the reasoning behind this recommendation
does not seem credible

(3) Seven statements, presented in random order, each targeting
a specific goal, to be rated on a 4-point Likert scale. These are
shown in the Statement column of Table 3. The Likert scale
used was (1) not at all, (2) slightly, (3) moderately, and (4) a
great deal.
(4) Seven reverse statements, to check the consistency of answers
provided, are presented separately to avoid confusion [11],
also in random order and each targeting one specific goal.
These statements, listed in the Reverse statement column in
Table 3, were created with a negative wording, to be rated on
a 4-point Likert scale: (1) strongly disagree, (2) moderately
disagree, (3) moderately agree, and (4) strongly agree.
(5) We ask how personalized the explanation(s) felt on a 5-point
Likert scale: (1) not at all, (2) a little, (3) a moderate amount,
(4) a lot, and (5) a great deal. In the item-wise design, where
recommendations are a single item, we also ask test subjects
whether they have seen that movie or not. Depending on the
answer, we ask a follow-up question “Would you watch it?”
or “How did you like it?” In both cases, answers are given on
a 5-point Likert scale. Subjects were further required to fill
out a free-form text box describing what improvements they
thought the explanation(s) needed.
For each test subject, parts (2)–(5) are repeated three times (limited to avoid survey fatigue) each time showing different items as
recommendations (i.e., no movie is recommended more than once).
Each iteration presented explanation(s) created by crowd workers
targeting different goal(s).
The wording of survey questions is based on the definitions
of the goals in [26] and is inspired by questions asked in prior
work (specifically, for effectiveness [10], persuasiveness [17, 22],
satisfaction [6, 22], transparency [8, 10], and trust [6]).
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Table 4: Results from goal wording calibration study. The two alternative wordings of instructions for each explanation goal
are presented on the right hand side. The numbers indicate the percentage of the votes received, among all explanations
generated with the given goal, by the calibration voters.
Goal

Alternative instructions for generating the explanation
Write the explanation such that ...

Instruction for voters

Write a short description for your friend ...

Select the explanation that...

Effectiveness

it helps your friend to make a good decision
whether they will like the movie.

53%

to help them decide if this is the best movie for them
among other recommendations they may receive.

47%

would help most to make a good decision.

Efficiency

it makes it faster for your friend to decide if
they will like the movie.

51%

to help them quickly decide if they are likely to enjoy this movie more than other recommendations
they may receive.

49%

would help most to make a quick decision.

Persuasiveness

it persuades your friend to watch this movie.

49%

to try to convince them that they should watch this
movie.

51%

sounds the most convincing.

Satisfaction

your friend would find the most useful.

47%

to make it more likely that they will enjoy seeing
the list of recommended movies.

53%

is the most useful.

Scrutability

it highlights the assumptions you’ve made, so
that your friend could correct them if they’re
incorrect.

56%

that highlights aspects of the movie that you are
unsure if they will like.

44%

makes it easiest to tell the system if it
misunderstood the user’s preferences.

Transparency

it shows your reasoning when deciding to recommend this movie.

58%

that explains how you decided to recommend this
movie.

42%

best explains the decision behind the
recommendation.

Trust

it increases your friend’s trust in the recommendations you give them.

49%

so that they know that you considered their preferences when making the recommendation.

51%

is the most trustworthy.

3.4

1. Summary of preferences

2. Recommendation(s) + explanation(s)
Item-wise design

Further Quality Considerations

It is known to be difficult to identify answers provided by malicious
or inattentive users when collecting user opinions, and questions do
not have verifiable answers [15]. Since measurements are subjective
and qualitative, we take a number of precautions for quality control:
(1) We restrict participation to crowd workers who are experienced
and have a reputation for delivering high quality work; (2) We
check for inconsistencies in ratings given to the positive and reverse
statements, removing participants where the score of the positive
and negative statements disagreed by more than one point at least
three times; (3) We require participants to fill out a free-text box,
ensuring they had attended to the task.

List-wise design

3. Questionnaire part I (statements)

3.5
repeat 3x

4. Questionnaire part II (reverse statements)

5. Questionnaire part III (personalization)
Item-wise design

List-wise design

Figure 2: Survey designs for evaluating explanations.

Goal Wording Calibration

We hypothesize that the instructions given to crowd workers writing explanations affect how the explanations are perceived. Therefore, our crowdsourcing experiment was preceded by a calibration
study to select the exact wording of instructions that resulted in
the best explanations for each goal.
Specifically, 5,188 recommendations and explanations were generated for 120 test subjects (for all seven goals for each test subject),
where two alternative wordings of instructions for each goal were
used. This resulted in 6.18 explanations on average per (test subject,
goal) pair. Then, a second group of crowd workers were asked to
select the single best explanation that best serves the given goal
from this set. The two alternative wordings with the corresponding statistics, as well as the wording given to voters, are shown in
Table 4.
We test the results for significance using a Binomial test. Statistically significant differences at the 95% confidence level are found
for two of the goals, namely Scrutability and Transparency. This
confirms our hypothesis that wording can have a strong impact. In
our main experiment, detailed below, we used the instruction for
each goal that received the higher percentage of votes as shown in
the table.
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Figure 3: Pearson Correlation between different metrics across all goals, with 95% confidence interval using bootstrap sampling.
(The order of goals is rearranged for improved readability.)

4

Table 5: Statistics of collected data.

DATA COLLECTION

We performed our user study on a large crowdsourcing platform.
Our worker pool consisted of workers in the United States with a
high (over 98%) task approval rate. Personal worker information,
including demographics, was not judged essential hence was not
collected. However, the worker pool is known to consist of diverse
crowd workers.

4.1

Mechanics and Experimental Conditions

4.1.1 Step 1: Eliciting User Preferences. In Step 1 of our study, we
collected preferences from 240 test subjects (after filtering out low
quality responses). There were no experimental conditions, as all
test subjects experienced the same survey.
4.1.2 Step 2: Generating Explanations. The second step consisted of
two sub-parts. In Step 2a, crowd workers were tasked with generating personalized recommendations and corresponding explanations
with a given target goal and movie pool as the experimental conditions. Each micro-task asked for recommendations for 5 different
user profiles with the same target goal. We solicited recommendations from three separate movie pools (Hollywood, independent,
and recent movies), each consisting of 20 highly rated movies. To
ensure diversity, workers were restricted to doing at most 10 microtasks. A total of 7,340 personalized explanations were generated by
702 crowd workers.1 The average task completion time was 534s,
that is, 107s for making a single recommendation and writing the
corresponding explanation.
In a subsequent filtering step (2b), other workers were asked
to vote on the best explanation for each test subject and goal pair.
Each micro-task contained explanations targeting a specific goal
(3.4 explanations on average) for 5 test subjects.
Table 5 displays descriptive statistics of the data collected (after
filtering participants with three or more inconsistent responses).
Baseline. As a baseline, “neutral” explanations were also collected.
Specifically, the description of movies (limited to 500 characters)
was extracted from the information panel of a major web search
1 Since

our surveys evaluate three goals for each study subject, we only generate
explanations for those goals that will actually be shown in the surveys, and not for all
possible subject-goal pairs.

Design:

Item-wise

List-wise

Test subjects
Median survey completion time (sec)
Number of observations

84
325
239

88
349
254

engine. We note that these are not personalized, and are usually
written by human experts per movie. As such they are likely to
have high quality.
4.1.3 Step 3: Evaluating Explanations. In Step 3, each test subject
was presented with explanations for three different goals. The experimental conditions were the combination of goals and the experiment design (item-wise or list-wise). Each test subject was assigned
a combination of three goals in a Round Robin fashion, such that
the number of observations for each combination of goals is approximately the same. The order of the three goals was randomized
for each survey. For each target goal, the best (i.e., highest voted)
explanation was chosen across the three movie pools, with the
corresponding movie shown as the recommendation.
To compare to the baseline explanation, each test subject was
also presented with a fourth case: We selected the movie that was
recommended by the most workers, but that had not been selected
for any of the three goals evaluated for this particular subject. This
movie was then shown to the test subject along with the neutral
(baseline) explanation.
We made sure that the same movie is not repeated for a given
subject in case of the item-wise design, and that the list of suggestions always had three distinct movies for the list-wise design. To
avoid low quality responses, those with a too short completion time
(below 60 seconds) were removed.
A total of 107 study subjects provided valid responses in this
final step (amounting to a 44.5% return from Step 1). We obtained 84
responses for the item-wise design and 88 for the list-wise design,
with 65 participants completing both.2 Each target goal evaluated by
a study subject constitutes an observation. Thus, the total number
of observations is three times the number of responses.
2 For

those that participated in both designs, at least one week elapsed between the
two surveys.
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5

RESULTS

The aggregate results of the perceived quality of the recommendations generated for each goal are presented in Table 6. In this
section we present a detailed analysis of these results. As a high
level summary, we found that different goals have a strong effect
on how users reacted to explanations. We found that some pairs of
goals are significantly more correlated than others. We also found
that the item-wise design was most sensitive.

5.1

Metric Correlation

We start the analysis by considering the different goals as metrics
for the quality of explanations, independently of how they are
generated. Thus, for the moment, the approaches used to create the
explanations are not relevant. Rather, we consider how test subjects
respond to recommendations along the seven goal dimensions, and
how the different goal metrics interact. For example, does higher
Persuasiveness correlate with lower Trust?
Figure 3 shows the Pearson Correlation between each pair of
metrics, by analyzing the responses of each user who was presented
with a recommendation across both experimental conditions. For
each correlation, the figure also shows a 95% confidence interval
for the correlation measured using bootstrap sampling. Note also
that we compared the correlations in the item-wise and list-wise
designs, as well as comparing the correlations taking only seen
versus unseen movies, or highly rated versus low rated recommendations. In all cases, we found that the correlations do not differ
substantially, nor with statistical significance.
We find that the explanation metrics are strongly correlated on
average, yet exhibit clear structure. All seven goals have at least
moderate correlation. Effectiveness and Efficiency are particularly
strongly correlated. We see that five goals, namely Persuasiveness,
Trust, Satisfaction, Effectiveness and Efficiency, appear to move
together. It is particularly interesting to see that for instance Persuasiveness and Trust are strongly correlated. On the other hand,
Transparency and Scrutability stand out as less correlated with
each other, and with all the other five goals.
One possible reason is that there is only a limited amount of
information that can be conveyed in a few hundred characters, and
hence it is difficult to tailor an explanation to a particular goal.
Further, we hypothesize that a different result may be observed if
explanations were longer and more detailed. On the other hand,
for typical use-cases, this is about the desired explanation length
because of limited screen real-estate. As argued by Tintarev and
Masthoff [25], “brevity is important in a context where the user has
to review many possible options.” An alternative possible reason
considered was that crowd workers may not be very good at creating explanations for any given goal, and that the explanations
rather optimize a goal that depends more on the worker writing
the explanation than on the instructions provided. However, our
results in Table 6 show this not to be the case, as the different goals
presented to workers generating explanations result in significantly
different values of the scores for each goal.
We conclude that Satisfaction is most correlated metric with
all goals for explanations, and is the single most predictive goal.
The most distinct secondary metric is Scrutability, which is also
consistent with intuition that an invitation for feedback may create
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a different user experience. Finally, Transparency is third most
distinct metric.
An important limitation that must be considered in our design
is whether the questions proposed in Table 3 actually measure the
goals intended to measure. Even though there exist ways to measure individual explanation goals, there is no established evaluation
approach for comparing and contrasting multiple goals systematically and holistically, thus a direct comparison to other approaches
is not possible. Following DeVellis [11] recommendations for scale
development, we measure the internal consistency of each metric
using Cronbach’s 𝛼 [9] for each goal. As shown in Table 7, we find
that most metrics have suitable internal consistency, with Scrutability and Trust somewhat lower.3 Thus we see that the answers to
the positive and negative questions mirror each other as designed,
despite the questions intentionally using significantly different
wording. While refinements to the questions are likely possible, we
are confident that the goal labels correspond to the intention of the
questions.

5.2

Goal-Metric Agreement

Next, taking the goals targeted into account, we start with a surface
level analysis of the agreement between the goal targeted by the
crowd worker, and the ratings provided by the test subject for
explanations.
Table 6 shows each goal targeted as one row, with the number of
test subjects who received recommendations for this goal indicated.
We show the mean score for each metric, recalling that these were
collected on a Likert scale of 1 to 4, taking the average of the
positive and reverse statement scores from Table 3 for each test
subject. An ↓ symbol indicates that the score for that metric is
statistically significantly worse than the maximum for the goal
optimized (using a two sample t-test, with 95% confidence).
We may expect a diagonal form for the matrix: the maximum of
each metric may be expected to coincide with the same goal being
targeted by the people who produced the explanations. This is not
the result seen. Rather, we observe that some target goals are much
more effective at producing high scoring explanations across all
metrics. This tells us that the wording of the goal provided to the
crowd workers is critical in determining the quality of the explanations. Even if some of the goals are considered more important to a
system designer, it may be that better explanations are obtained by
instructing crowd workers to optimize a different goal.
A second key observation is that the neutral explanation performs particularly well. Recall that this is a synopsis taken from
the information panel of a major web search engine. Thus it is not
personalized to the user, and usually consists of basic metadata
about the movie recommended. One possible explanation that must
be excluded is that crowd workers may be particularly poor at generating explanations for a given goal, especially in comparison to a
neutral sentence that is likely to have been reviewed and refined
by a number of experts. However, the crowd workers are always
capable of creating explanations that are equally as good as the
neutral explanation, and the explanations have been filtered in Step
3 We

also tested the Cronbach’s 𝛼 without filtering the 29 (6%) raters with many
inconsistent responses. This results in Cronbach’s 𝛼 values around 0.07 lower. However,
as crowd workers are known to produce answers with variable quality, we consider
the filtering appropriate for our setting.
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Table 6: Quality of explanations produced by humans optimizing different goals. Each row corresponds to one goal given to
workers (i.e. this should be considered as an algorithm). For each metric, the highest performing goal is in bold. All goals
with performance statistically significantly worse from the best are marked with ↓ (p<0.05, two sample t-test), with all others
shaded.
Goal
Targeted
Persuasiveness (n=33)
Trust (n=29)
Satisfaction (n=29)
Effectiveness (n=26)
Efficiency (n=30)
Transparency (n=30)
Scrutability (n=33)
Neutral (n=29)

Goal
Targeted
Persuasiveness (n=32)
Trust (n=30)
Satisfaction (n=31)
Effectiveness (n=30)
Efficiency (n=29)
Transparency (n=38)
Scrutability (n=33)
Neutral (n=31)

Persuasiveness
2.86
2.64↓
2.97
3.27
2.73↓
3.13
2.77↓
3.12

Item-wise Experiment Design
Evaluation Metric
Trust Satisfaction Effectiveness Efficiency
2.94
2.71
2.68↓
2.67↓
2.76↓
2.67
2.64↓
2.69↓
3.03
2.95
3.00
3.00
3.25
2.98
3.12
3.06
2.95
2.77
2.77↓
2.98
3.20
3.07
3.07
3.20
2.97↓
2.73
2.82
2.85
3.24
3.00
3.16
3.05

Transparency
2.83↓
2.90↓
3.02↓
3.37
2.85↓
3.20
2.98↓
2.76↓

Scrutability
2.70↓
2.81
2.74↓
3.13
2.73↓
3.15
2.77↓
2.98

Persuasiveness
3.14
3.07
3.11
3.10
2.79↓
2.99
2.95↓
3.29

List-wise Experiment Design
Evaluation Metric
Trust Satisfaction Effectiveness Efficiency
2.97
2.97
3.08
3.02
2.97
3.07
2.95
3.00
3.10
3.00
3.06
3.16
3.12
3.07
3.05
3.15
2.88
2.81↓
2.97
2.91↓
2.92↓
2.87
2.95
3.00
2.92↓
2.92
3.00
3.00
3.26
3.11
3.23
3.15

Transparency
3.05
3.20
3.19
3.20
2.97
3.12
2.98
3.00

Scrutability
2.92
3.12
3.15
3.02
2.93
3.07
2.85↓
3.11

Table 7: Internal consistency (Cronbach’s 𝛼) of the pair of
questions asked of raters for each goal measured (n=493).
Goal Measured
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Persuasiveness
Satisfaction
Scrutabilty
Transparency
Trust

Cronbach’s 𝛼

Interpretation [11]

0.81
0.83
0.86
0.81
0.67
0.80
0.74

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Minimally Acceptable
Very Good
Respectable

2b of our experiment. This raises a question of potential headroom,
whether it is possible to outperform a neutral summary with an
explanation consisting of 100-200 characters on average.

5.3

Experimental Design Analysis

Next, we compare the two experiment designs. We can see in Table 6 that the item-wise experiment design is much more sensitive
to differences among the different goals. There are almost no statistically significant differences in metric performance in the list-wise
design across all goals, given very similar sample sizes across the
two designs. This surprising result suggests a further analysis of
the limitations of the two designs. In particular, we expected that by
presenting a single item, the perceived quality of the explanation
would be strongly influenced by the specific item recommended. Recipients may react to the explanations differently based on whether
the item recommended appears relevant or not, especially if they
have already watched the movie. We assess this next.

Figure 4 presents a more fine-grained view of the results, breaking down the item-wise design split by these two effects. The top
row splits the explanation ratings by whether or not the recommendation was considered good. Specifically, if the test subject had seen
the movie, they were asked if they liked the movie. Otherwise, the
test subject was asked if they would watch it. Ratings of 4 or 5 were
considered “rated highly”, the others were considered as “rated low”.
We find that most (69%) of recommendations were considered good.
We also see that there is a large difference in mean score across all
values, supporting our hypothesis.
Finally, the bottom row in Figure 4 splits the recommendations
by whether the test subject had already seen the movie or not. This
is roughly an even split, and we see a similar effect: Explanations
for movies the user has already seen receive substantially different
scores.
Returning to the motivating task for this paper, namely that
of making and explaining recommendations, we believe that the
results on unseen items are the most important condition — such
recommendations provide the most value to the recipients. Combining with the observation that the item-wise approach is more
sensitive, this suggests that future work on evaluating the impact
of explanations should filter evaluations for items that have not
already been seen (or otherwise consumed by) the test subject to
avoid seen items affecting the measured performance metrics. It is
important to note, however, that despite these differences by item
rating and consumption seen here, the correlation between metrics
is not affected by these conditions.

Measuring Recommendation Explanation Quality:
The Conflicting Goals of Explanations
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Figure 4: Performance of item-wise design on different subsets. For each metric, all goals with performance that is not statistically distinguishable from the best, are marked with * (p<0.05, two sample t-test).

6

DISCUSSION

We now revisit our research questions and answer them based
on the experimental results obtained. We further suggest some
points of advice for evaluation of the impact of recommendation
explanations on people who receive such explanations.
(RQ1) How can one robustly measure if an explanation provided
with a recommendation creates the intended effect on the recipient?
We compared two alternative survey designs, consisting the same
series of question and reverse pairs for each explanation goal. These
questions showed good internal consistency. The item-wise experimental design appears statistically more powerful than the list-wise
one, although it is likely to be beneficial to filter for items that
are novel recommendations to the recipient (i.e., the user has not
seen/consumed them).
(RQ2) Can ordinary people write explanations that optimize a
given goal, and if so, how does that target goal affect how the explanation is perceived by recipients of recommendations? We showed that
crowd workers can indeed generate explanations that are equally

as good as neutral explanations written by experts. The precise
wording of the goal of the explanations is found to be key to obtaining high quality explanations. However, the wording need not
necessarily align with the goals considered most important by a
system designer.
(RQ3) How do different goals relate to each other, or more specifically does optimizing particular goals reduce or increase the extent
to which other goals are satisfied? Can recipients of recommendations even distinguish the goals from each other? We found that all
seven goals are moderately correlated, while some pairs are particularly strongly correlated with each other. As measurement of the
impact of explanations on recipients is expensive, it appears that
Satisfaction, Scrutability and Transparency — if they are desirable
properties for a given system — may provide the most complete assessment of explanation quality across the seven established goals
from [26].
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6.1

Limitations

As a first analysis of the interaction of different goals for explanations, this study is not without limitations. First, we performed
this analysis in a single domain, with a single length limit to explanations. It must be verified that our findings transfer to domains
beyond movies. It must also be assessed whether the results generalize to recommendations made by a state-of-the-art algorithm rather
than crowd workers. Differences among individuals generating explanations, as well as individuals receiving explanations, may affect
results—although this effect would be better teased apart at larger
scales where fewer experimental design variants are considered.
Expert copy-writers may also be able to generate more compelling
explanations.
From the perspective of measurement, it is likely that there exist
refinements to the questionnaire that would increase sensitivity
and internal consistency. It is also likely that further refinements
to the experiment design would increase sensitivity. It should be
noted that the inherent correlation and dependencies of some of the
goals makes this particularly difficult to control for in any design.

7

CONCLUSION

We have presented a first analysis of how different goals, or intentions behind recommendation explanations, can be measured. We
found that when treated as metrics, the seven goals are often highly
correlated, yet exhibit clear structure and interact. This suggests
that it may not be necessary to separately consider so many distinct goals. In asking crowd workers to generate explanations, we
also found that the wording of the goal has a strong impact on the
quality of the explanations as perceived by the test subjects. Two
experiment designs were presented, and found to exhibit similar
patterns yet different sensitivity and some biases depending on the
items recommended rather than just the explanations.
This study represents a step towards the development of appropriate evaluation methodology for explainable recommender
systems. Future directions concern the generalization of findings
to other domains and further refinements to the survey and experimental designs. While our main focus has been on the measurement
aspects, our methodology also facilitates the large-scale collection
of high-quality explanations for a given goal. The collected data may
be utilized for generating explanations automatically (for example,
as training data for generative neural models).
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